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Ambiguity in »Star Wars« and »Harry Potter« 2014-03-31 the study combines theories of myth
popular culture structuralism and poststructuralism to explain the enormous appeal of star wars and
harry potter although much research already exists on both stories individually this book is the first to
explicitly bring them together in order to explore their set up and the ways in which their structures
help produce ideologies on gender and ethnicity hereby the comparison yields central insights into
the workings of modern myth and uncovers structure as integral to the success of the popular genre it
addresses academic audiences and all those wishing to approach the tales from a fresh angle
Spiritual and Demonic Magic 2000 first published by the warburg institute in 1958 this book is
considered a landmark in renaissance studies whereas most scholars had tended to view magic as a
marginal subject walker showed that magic was one of the most typical creations of the late fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries walker takes readers through the magical concerns of some of the greatest
thinkers of the renaissance from marsilio ficino giovanni pico della mirandola and jacques lefevre d
etaples to jean bodin francis bacon and tommaso campanella ultimately he demonstrates that magic
was interconnected with religion music and medicine all of which were central to the renaissance
notion of spiritus remarkable for its clarity of writing this book is still considered essential reading for
students seeking to understand the assumptions beliefs and convictions that informed the thinking of
the renaissance this edition features a new introduction by brian copenhaver one of our leading
experts on the place of magic in intellectual history
The Mysteries of Magic 1897 magic in the ancient eastern mediterranean cognitive historical and
material perspectives brings together articles with the shared conviction that the category of magic
remains useful in religious studies and provides new insights to biblical and related texts and artifacts
historically magic has been considered in both scholarly and popular discourse to be questionable
obscure and potentially subversive 19th century scholars of religion viewed magical beliefs and
practices as primitive and inferior compared to judeo christian forms of worship which were
considered true religion more recently the category has been defended especially by scholars of the
cognitive science of religion who find it useful for delineating a set of beliefs and practices
fundamental to all forms of religion the volume joins current scholarship in refraining from using the
concept as an othering device and in arguing that it can still serve as a helpful analytical tool in
addition to analyzing the discourse on magic in both ancient literature and modern scholarship the
articles provide individual examples of how literary and material culture attest to the existence of
magical beliefs and practices in sources from the ancient near east to the byzantine period the book
is divided into three parts the contributions in the first part approach magic from the theoretical
perspective of cognitive studies ritual studies and cultural evolution while the rest of the book focuses
on how magic and magicians are understood in ancient sources the second part discusses a specific
set of textual material dealing with blessings and curses the third part of the volume discusses the
world of various destructive celestial beings from which one and one s loved ones had to be defended
as well as the multitude of protective beings such as angels
Guitar Fretboard Facts 2004 in this work jan n bremmer aims to bring together the worlds of early
christianity and those of ancient history and classical literature worlds that still all too rarely interlock
contextualising the life and literature of the early christians in their greco roman environment he
focusses on four areas a first section looks at more general aspects of early christianity the name of
the christians their religious and social capital prophecy and the place of widows and upper class
women in the christian movement second the chronology and place of composition of the early
apocryphal acts of the apostles and pseudo clementines are newly determined by paying close
attention to their doctrinal contents but also innovatively to their onomastics and social vocabulary
the author also analyses the frequent use of magic in the acts and explains the prominence of women
by comparing the acts to the greek novel third an investigation into the theme of the tours of hell
suggests a new chronological order shows that the christian tours were indebted to both greek and
jewish models and illustrates that in the course of time the genre dropped a large part of its jewish
heritage the fourth and final section concentrates on the most famous and intriguing report of an
ancient martyrdom the passion of perpetua it pays special attention to the motivation and visions of
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perpetua which are analyzed not by taking recourse to modern theories such as psychoanalysis but
by looking to the world in which perpetua lived both christian and pagan it is only by seeing the early
christians in their ancient world that we might begin to understand them and their emerging
communities publisher s description
Magic in the Ancient Eastern Mediterranean 2020-12-14 in order to select and develop an
appropriate therapy it is essential to have an understanding of the anatomy function and pathology of
the organs involved as well as the mechanisms of a disease the second edition of this two volume set
has been fully updated and gives special emphasis to structure function pathogenesis and research
written by international experts the atlas discusses new developments in otology such as genetics
and molecular biology and includes a complete section on anatomy histology dissection sculpturing
and surgical procedures of temporal bones nearly 1600 detailed illustrations figures and histology
material including electron microscopy assist understanding a dvd featuring real cases and surgical
procedures is also provided
Maidens, Magic and Martyrs in Early Christianity 2017-07-13 0keywords differential topology
dynamical systems economic theory theory of computation global analysis stephen smale the three
volume collected works of s smale are a very welcome addition to every mathematician s book shelf
and a must for a mathematics department library mathematical reviews
Atlas of Otologic Surgery and Magic Otology, Second Edition, Two Volume Set 2012-04 in
the hidden symmetry of 43 octatonic scales and 43 tetrachords creamer provides an extensive
explanation and analysis of his system of octatonic eight note harmonizations and melodic
organization as well as a series of exercises complete musical examples and original compositions
utilizing the system while the book includes the diminished scale and all of the eight note bebop
scales creamer goes well beyond their traditional use in a jazz context and introduces a vast new
musical language where all eight notes are utilized as scale tones creating thousands of chord
combinations tonal colors and melodic possibilities that can be used by improvisers and composers in
any musical context for generating new ideas and expanding traditional harmonic and melodic
approaches guitarists will also benefit from the inherit symmetrical fingerings of the system eight
notes per two strings as well as full tablature for all examples have been provided much more than a
series of possible mathematical combinations the book is presented as a complete system and while a
thorough theoretical framework is presented for contextual understanding the music is first and
foremost the focus of the work as articulated in the book s foreward by tuck andress perhaps not
since george russell s book lydian chromatic concept of tonal organization has a book had such
tremendous potential for modern composers and musicians
The Collected Papers of Stephen Smale 2000-06-30 potassium channels k are membrane
spanning proteins which serve many important functions and are becoming a hot topic in physiology k
channels determine or modulate many functions of vascular smooth muscle endothelial and
inflammatory cells and thus are central to regulation of arterial tone and control of cell proliferation
they are also promising targets for antihypertensive treatments with drugs which open and close
specific types of k channels making for an active field of research with their ability to control vascular
tone voltage gated k channels play a significant role in both pulmonary and systemic hypertension as
well as in cardiac arrhythmias this book will highlight the latest discoveries by leading researchers
pertaining to the role of k channels in the heart and blood vessels in normal physiology and a variety
of disease states
The Hidden Symmetry of the 43 Octatonic Scales and 43 Tetrachords 2019-05-08 this book
argues that security and defense have never been true priorities in the european union and have
constantly been marginalized by the elites since the soviet union collapsed and the warsaw pact
disintegrated despite the official rhetoric only a few tangible results can be presented concerning the
operational readiness of european forces and the eu s inability to act was proven during the crises in
the balkans nato has experienced similar problems as the majority of its members are eu countries
both organizations have declared their resolve concerning the security and defense of their nations
and territories but unfortunately little has been done to lend these statements credence in this
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context the book analyzes several aspects of eu security and defense including the eu nato
relationship common defense policy and strategy common capability building common understanding
of strategic changes common operational planning and centrally synchronized exercises based on
operational planning etc the member states have helped to make eu nato effective organizations but
unfortunately their individual interests and priorities constitute real challenges this aspect should be
discussed and addressed by political and military elites scholars analysts students and the general
public alike
Potassium Channels in Cardiovascular Biology 2012-12-06 among the most important sources for
understanding the cultures and systems of thought of ancient mesopotamia is a large body of magical
and medical texts written in the sumerian and akkadian languages an especially significant branch of
this literature centers upon witchcraft mesopotamian anti witchcraft rituals and incantations attribute
ill health and misfortune to the magic machinations of witches and prescribe ceremonies devices and
treatments for dispelling witchcraft destroying the witch and protecting and curing the patient the
corpus of mesopotamian anti witchcraft rituals aims to present a reconstruction of this body of texts it
provides critical editions of the relevant rituals and prescriptions based on the study of the cuneiform
tablets and fragments recovered from the libraries of ancient mesopotamia
Security and Defence in Europe 2019-05-24 despite the growing importance of economics in our lives
literary scholars have long been reluctant to consider economic issues as they examine key texts this
volume seeks to fill one of these conspicuous gaps in the critical literature by focusing on various
connections between science fiction and economics with some attention to related fields such as
politics and government its seventeen contributors include five award winning scholars five science
fiction writers and a widely published economist three topics are covered what noted science fiction
writers like robert a heinlein frank herbert and kim stanley robinson have had to say about our
economic and political future how the competitive and ever changing publishing marketplace has
affected the growth and development of science fiction from the nineteenth century to today and how
the scholars who examine science fiction have themselves been influenced by the economics of
academia although the essays focus primarily on american science fiction the traditions of russian
and chinese science fiction are also examined a comprehensive bibliography of works related to
science fiction and economics will assist other readers and critics who are interested in this subject
Publications 1890 the first textbook for teaching this method to users with little mathematical
background logically presents the theory and fundamentals in an easily comprehensible self
contained way the result is a must have for advanced undergraduate students as well as masters and
graduate students and other users of single crystal x ray crystallography from many various
disciplines
Corpus of Mesopotamian Anti-Witchcraft Rituals 2019-10-01 based on the ancient magical
writings of 14th century magus honorius of thebes the theban oracle is a codex employed for
centuries as a means of devotion and divination used by such masters of the occult sciences as
heinrich cornelius agrippa dr john dee francis barrett and later gerald gardner it has remained
relatively obscure and elusive to the modern practitioner until now in this book author greg jenkins
phd offers both the complete history of this medieval magical system and a working manual for the
modern mage to utilize it in these pages you ll find how to make and care for your own set of stones a
variety of methods for divination from using just one stone to using nine stones and more how to use
the theban stones for spellcasting including love and purification spells and theban incense and
candle magick a complete lexicon of the theban alphabet with a who s who of theban history along
with divinatory meanings and how they relate to the modern world a quick reference to the sacred
herbs and angelic orders associated with each symbol prepare yourself to discover the hidden
mysteries of the ancients and the magick within you
Florida Administrative Weekly 2001 this book traces the theme of justice throughout the narrative
of exodus in order to explicate how yhwh s reclamation of israel for service worship reveals a distinct
theological ethic of justice grounded in yhwh s character and israel s calling within yhwh s creational
agenda adopting a synchronic text immanent interpretive strategy that focuses on canonical and
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inner biblical connections nathan bills identifies two overlapping motifs that illuminate the theme of
justice in exodus first bills considers the importance of israel s creation traditions for grounding
exodus s theology of justice reading exodus against the backdrop of creation theology and as a
continuation of the plot of genesis bills shows that the ethical disposition of justice imprinted on israel
in exodus is an application of yhwh s creational agenda of justice second bills identifies an educational
agenda woven throughout the text the narrative gives heightened attention to the way yhwh
catechizes israel in what it means to be the particular beneficiary and creational emissary of yhwh s
justice these interpretative lenses of creation theology and pedagogy help to explain why israel s
salvation and shaping embody a programmatic applicability of yhwh s justice for the wider world this
volume will be of substantial interest to divinity students and religious professionals interested in the
themes of exodus exile and return
Science Fiction and the Dismal Science 2019-11-30 this book contains a series of commentaries
research notes and illustrations selected from the author s amazing research work it shows how the
notational values for trigram transposition which change the ancient symbolic language of the i ching
into a simple numerical language were oringinally derived from the combined symbolic mathematics
of the ancient ho t u the dragon horse diagram and the lo shu the tortoise diagram this document
provides additional conclusive evidence that the originator s of the i ching employed a mathematical
system developed during the ch in and han dynasties which encompassed a formalistic natural
philosophy that sought to embrace the entire world in a system of number symbolism in addition the
research work contained herein sets out to prove by using mathematical operand gates methodology
that the destiny fate of an individual being is dependent upon their own genetic dna
Understanding Single-Crystal X-Ray Crystallography 2010-03-08 civilizations of the
supernatural witchcraft ritual and religious experience in late antique medieval and renaissance
traditions brings together thirteen scholars of late antique medieval and renaissance traditions who
discuss magic religious experience ritual and witch beliefs with the aim of reflecting on the
relationship between man and the supernatural the content of the volume is intriguingly diverse and
includes late antique traditions covering erotic love magic hellenistic egyptian astrology apotropaic
rituals early christian amulets and astrological amulets medieval traditions focusing on the
relationships between magic and disbelief pagan magic and christian culture as well as witchcraft and
magic in britain scandinavian sympathetic graphophagy superstition in sermon literature and finally
renaissance traditions revolving around agrippan magic witchcraft in shakespeare s macbeth and a
biblical toponym related to the friulan benandanti s visionary experiences these varied topics reflect
the multifaceted ways through which men aimed to establish relationships with the supernatural in
diverse cultural traditions and for different purposes between late antiquity and the renaissance these
ways eventually contributed to shaping the civilizations of the supernatural or those peculiar patterns
which helped men look at themselves through the mirror of their own amazement of being in this
world
The Theban Oracle 2014-05-01 described as an invaluable reference work classical philology and a
tool indispensable for the study of early christian literature religious studies review in its previous
edition this new updated american edition of walter bauer s wörterbuch zu den schriften des neuen
testaments builds on its predecessor s staggering deposit of extraordinary erudition relating to greek
literature from all periods including entries for many more words the new edition also lists more than
25 000 additional references to classical intertestamental early christian and modern literature in this
edition frederick w danker s broad knowledge of greco roman literature as well as papyri and
epigraphs provides a more panoramic view of the world of jesus and the new testament danker has
also introduced a more consistent mode of reference citation and has provided a composite list of
abbreviations to facilitate easy access to this wealth of information perhaps the single most important
lexical innovation of danker s edition is its inclusion of extended definitions for greek terms for
instance a key meaning of episkopos was defined in the second american edition as overseer danker
defines it as one who has the responsibility of safeguarding or seeing to it that something is done in
the correct way guardian such extended definitions give a fuller sense of the word in question which
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will help avoid both anachronisms and confusion among users of the lexicon who may not be native
speakers of english danker s edition of bauer s wörterbuch will be an indispensable guide for biblical
and classical scholars ministers seminarians and translators
A Theology of Justice in Exodus 2021-03-03 reveal the answers to life s questions by learning how to
solve the hidden codes all around you with the ultimate guide to numerology numbers underpin our
day to day lives our birthday anniversaries addresses and bank accounts these complex series of
numbers all contain codes to where we may find fortune and where cycles of opportunity reside for us
in our careers homes relationships and life events you can even use numbers to determine your soul s
purpose the ultimate guide to numerology is the first book to reveal this captivating subject in its
entirety written by master numerologist tania gabrielle this guide to the inner workings of numbers
will teach you how to forecast outcomes optimize timing on projects and events take advantage of
opportunities and avoid pitfalls this fascinating beginner s guide shows how to decipher your personal
birth code and learn what messages the numbers in your life hold the ultimate guide to numerology is
the codex to break the codes
The Gates of Destiny 2022-08-19 for anyone needing to keep up to date with all the latest research
in the field of membrane computing this book will come as a breath of fresh air it is the extended post
proceedings of the 8th international workshop on membrane computing held in june 2007 a total of
27 revised papers are presented all of them have been through two rounds of reviewing special
attention has been paid to the interaction of membrane computing with biology and computer science
Civilizations of the Supernatural 2020-12-31 the neglected history of how intellectuals since the
renaissance have approached ideas of the occult which challenged biblical religion
A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature 2010-11-02 this
volume gathers together twenty articles from among the best scholarly writing on rock music
published in academic journals over the past two decades these diverse essays reflect the wide range
of approaches that scholars in various disciplines have applied to the study of rock from those that
address mainly the historical sociological cultural and technological factors that gave rise to this
music to those that focus primarily on analysis of the music itself this collection of articles some of
which are now out of print or otherwise difficult to access provides an overview of the current state of
research in the field of rock music and includes an introduction which contributes to the ongoing
debate over the distinction or lack thereof betweenrock andpop
Musical World and New York Musical Times 1853 the protagonists of the ancient novels wandered or
were carried off to distant lands from italy in the west to persia in the east and ethiopia in the south
the authors themselves came or pretended to come from remote places such as aphrodisia and
phoenicia and the novelistic form had antecedents in a host of classical genres these intersections are
explored in this volume papers in the first section discuss mapping the world in the novels the second
part looks at the dialogical imagination and the conversation between fiction and history in the novels
section 3 looks at the way ancient fiction has been transmitted and received space as the locus of
cultural interaction and exchange is the topic of the fourth part the fifth and final section is devoted to
character and emotion and how these are perceived or constructed in ancient fiction overall a rich
picture is offered of the many spatial and cultural dimensions in a variety of ancient fictional genres
Greek Magical Amulets 2014-01-13 it s only a bottle washed up on a beach isn t it magically forced
through a portal by an imprisoned sorcerer jinger s optimistic fairy nature is tested when her own
magic fails she needs to call upon her meager survival skills figure out where in the many worlds she
is and find her way home born with no magic taj s sorcerer father ib deemed him unworthy but
allowed him to live taj accepts his life and strives to protect those forced to serve the sorcerer s
pleasures the winged woman is nothing like any he s encountered she is light and hope barely
acknowledging the changes jinger brings to him taj vows ib will never touch her magic and desire
collide when jinger is caught between a sorcerer s lust for power and his son s fierce determination to
protect her
The Ultimate Guide to Numerology 2018-11-06 populism and nationalism in classical music held a
significant place between the world wars with composers such as george gershwin aaron copland and
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leonard bernstein creating a soundtrack to the lives of everyday americans while biographies of these
individual composers exist no single book has taken on this period as a direct contradiction to the
modernist dichotomy between the music of stravinsky and schoenberg in nationalist and populist
composers voices of the american people steve schwartz offers an overdue correction to this
distortion of the american classical music tradition by showing that not all composers of this era fall
into either the stravinsky or schoenberg camps exploring the rise and decline of musical populism in
the united states schwartz examines the major works of george gershwin randall thompson virgil
thomson aaron copland roy harris kurt weill morton gould and leonard bernstein organized
chronologically chapters cover each composer s life and career and then reveal how key works
participated in populist and nationalist themes written for the both the scholar and amateur
enthusiast interested in modern classical music and american social history nationalist and populist
composers creates a contextual frame through which all audiences can better understand such works
as rhapsody in blue appalachian spring and west side story
Wilson Library Bulletin 1959 follow the exploits of squall a resident of balamb garden and seed
aspirant whose first contract as a professional mercenary expands into a fight to save the world from
an evil sorceress this guide will cover the main quest line chronologically giving advice on leveling
and how to avoid it where to find the best spells how to acquire all gfs and defeat all bosses in
addition the guide will cover all side quests and will also include in depth mini guides for chocobo
world and triple triad by following this guide you can aspire to the following complete walkthrough of
the main questline all side quests and optional content how to defeat both of the game s superbosses
information on how to acquire each gf and a discussion of their abilities including where to assign
them information on triple triad including the location of every card in the game and how to best use
them low level run information information on min maxing stats a mini guide for chocobo world
information on all characters including stats and how to acquire all their weapons and limits triple
triad guide
Membrane Computing 2007-11-25 western esotericism has been a pervasive presence in western
culture from late antiquity to the present day but until recently it was largely ignored by scholars and
surrounded by misconceptions and prejudice this accessible guide provides readers with the basic
knowledge and tools that will allow them to find their way in this bewildering but fascinating field
what is it that unites phenomena as diverse as ancient gnosticism and hermetism the occult sciences
of astrology alchemy and magic rosicrucianism as well as christian theosophy occultism spiritualism
and the contemporary new age spiritualities what can the study of them teach us about our common
cultural and intellectual heritage and what is it that makes them relevant to contemporary concerns
how do we distinguish reliable historical knowledge from legends and fictions about esoteric traditions
these and many other questions are answered clearly and succinctly so that the reader can find his
way into the labyrinth of western esotericism and out of it again
Esotericism and the Academy 2012-01-19 rosemary wakeman s original survey text
comprehensively explores modern european urban history from 1815 to the present day it provides a
journey to cities and towns across the continent in search of the patterns of development that have
shaped the urban landscape as indelibly european the focus is on the built environment the social and
cultural transformations that mark the patterns of continuity and change and the transition to modern
urban society including over 60 images that serve to illuminate the analysis the book examines
whether there is a european city and if so what are its characteristics wakeman offers an
interdisciplinary approach that incorporates concepts from cultural and postcolonial studies as well as
urban geography and provides full coverage of urban society not only in western europe but also in
eastern and southern europe using various cities and city types to inform the discussion the book
provides detailed coverage of the often neglected urbanization post 1945 which allows us to more
clearly understand the modernizing arc europe has followed over the last two centuries
Rock Music 2017-07-05 this book starts with depiction of the phosphorus role in life creation and
evolution then it outlines in which vital processes different phosphates participate in life of all flora
and fauna from dna molecules till body tissues crucial function of phosphates was noticed long ago
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but only in xix century discovery of mineral fertilizers made it possible to sustain the needs of growing
global population thus initiating a green revolution though for many decades after it the complexity of
interactions fertilizer soil plant roots was underrated causing massive damages such as soil
destruction and eutrophication of waters still mining of exhausting natural phosphate reserves
continued worldwide lessons of what happened in xix century due to scarcity of phosphates were
ignored in the meantime production of phosphates reached its peak few years ago immediate
implementation of phosphate recycling technologies from municipal wastes can help avoid imminent
global disaster
In ancient times onions were considered too sacred to be eaten 2017-12-25 after 20 years of
playing professionally in all the musical genres robert kaye presents a compilation of his notes in his
new book the classical method structure and the art of piano classical improvisation compositional
theory and poetic harmony revealing the secrets of the great composers throughout history kaye s
instrument of choice is the piano the classical method is attuned to myriad styles and instruments
which determine his method but his basis and the foundation of his method rests in the piano his
method focuses on target and sight revolutionizing the way that musicians play and composers create
music developed from years of experience as a career pianist kaye takes the reader behind the closed
doors of the creative process and unveils the methodology behind great profound music how
coincidental the peak of the classical era was 1776 it became clear that my deprivation frustration
and lack of education not only was overwhelmed with too much information but it was only going to
become real and rewarding by sheer experience of playing the piano and with quick results using your
mind in conjunction with geometry and the very freedom that the founding fathers intended for us to
have i think i found the many secrets to it especially by targeting and it has given me an enormous
relief i am now enriched with more music than one lifetime can accomplish i live in contentedness by
the proof of the freedom of the mind can understand and accept it spiritually as well as scientifically
and have an array of pages accumulating everyday in composition never frustrated what to play
improvise compose display or demonstrate the classical method the classical method is user friendly
and helps to unlock the mysteries behind musical genius giving advanced musicians the keys to a
promising methodology for improvisation and original composition current issue is 12th edition
completed 9 12 12
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